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There have been a series of cyber attacks on government agencies across Florida crippling all activities and demanding huge 

amounts as ransom. Such attacks on government agencies are not new. These hackers use ransomware which is a type of 

malware designed to demand money or anything else in return by blocking systems or making changes to the victim’s computer. 

It started in Riviera Beach when an employee of the 35,000-resident city’s police department opened an email containing a piece 

of malware.   As a result, the city’s official website; municipal employees’ emails, voice-over-internet-protocol phones, and the 

local water utility’s ability to accept payments were disabled.

Besides,Besides, entering data of callers collected by the city’s 911 dispatch center was not possible. It had to be scribbled across in paper. 

Lake City on last Monday announced it was the second Florida city to be hit with a ransomware demand in as many weeks, 

bringing the total cost of the attacks to about $1.1 million. Riviera Beach in Palm Beach County in South Florida in the week prior 

paid out $600,000 after losing access to its communications systems in a cyber attack. Doesn’t that alarm you? It is always 

recommended to take initial precautions instead of repenting later. Some suggested measures that can be taken to avoid such 

cbyer attacks in your office are:

Practice data segmentation: 

On a flat data network, hackers are free to move around your network and steal valuable data. With data segmentation, 

hackers can be slowed down, extra time can be gained during an attack and amount of compromised data can be limited. 

Enforce the principle of least privilege (PolP):

 PolP means each user account only has enough access to do its job and nothing more. If one user account is compromised, 

cybercriminals won’t have access to the entire network.

HiHire a good Cybersecurity company: 

 Services of an experienced firm can be hired to monitor your system and develop a program that will detect the threat, stop 

the download as well as prevent malware from getting onto its network. 
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Multi-tasking is the need of the hour

Learn to work beyond what is expected of you. Or rather, garner new skills and methodologies. It 
will be interesting to consider here that your salaries are marked in the book as “costs to the 
company”.  Hence, no matter how much your work; no matter the high levels of productivity you 
achieve; your role as an employee is still considered an expenditure. That is, no matter how much 
you work for a specific job description. The key to be valuable here is multi-tasking. You must be 
able to don the role or do the work of what two other job-titles would do. For example, if you are a 
web designer, you should have awareness of content development and search engine optimization 
asas well.

Besides, companies such as Google currently require their employees to have degrees in multiple 
disciplines. It would not be plausible to master all of it instantly. However, you still can attempt to 
garner a bit of everything.  Learn more, ask queries to your teammates and be involved in every 
stage in the company. In this way, instead of being labeled as a cost to the company; you will 
become an investment. Moreover, learning additional skills will also be useful for progress in your 
career.

v

The employment arena is currently in an unpredictable situation as 

the number of candidates is huge but the number of job vacancies is 

limited in comparison. The sudden rise of Artificial Intelligence and 

Automation in all industries only adds to the woes.  Employers can 

get several tasks done in the shortest time and maintain maximum 

accuracy when the job is done by computers. All these for a one-time 

investment when compared to repeated salaries every month 

whethewhether the intended target is achieved or not. So why should 

employers hire you if you have only one specialty? Multi-tasking and 

time management are the needs of the hour.



Facebook Launches Cryptocurrency:  Facebook 
announced plans to roll out a new form of 
cryptocurrency called Libra, which will integrate with 
the social media giant's apps including WhatsApp and 
Messenger in an effort to make moving money as 
simple as sending a text message.

Fake Google Map Listings: It has been reported that 
Google Maps carries approximately 11 million 
illegitimate local listings, with hundreds of thousands 
more getting created each month. Google says it is 
aware of the problem and that it has plans to do more 
to combat spammers and scammers taking advantage 
of local listings.

Critical Flaw in Firefox:  The browser giant has urged all users to immediately update browsers 
and fix critical zero-day vulnerability. Anyone using Firefox on a Windows, macOS or Linux desktop 
is at risk. The vulnerability, CVE-2019011707, is a type confusion in Array.pop. It normally targets 
platforms of digital currency as well as online transactions.
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Current Job Openings at SGS

Business Analyst (Jacksonville, Florida):  Experience in collecting and analyzing information to 
determine the objective of technological solutions is required.  The candidate should be able to 
write system and programming specifications so that the system will meet user needs when it is 
implemented.  In addition, assistance needs has to be provided by the candidate in designing 
solutions for general maintenance requests that resolve system problems.

PProject Manager (Jacksonville, Florida):  The candidate should have 10 years of working 
experience as Scrum Master, Project Manager, or analyst on technical projects (Software 
Development, or Big Data). In addition, the person should have a proven track record of identifying 
and implementing improvements to processes and projects. Working knowledge of Big Data and 
the Hadoop Ecosystem is one of the preferred qualifications.

IIT Recruiter (Jacksonville, Florida):  The person should have experience in complete IT 
Recruitment Life Cycle from sourcing, screening, interviewing, negotiating and following up with 
candidates. Responsibilities will include building a decent pipeline or database of candidates - 
Evaluating and validating technical resumes through search engines (Dice.com, Monster.com). – 
Good experience in doing Boolean search is preferred. 

HadoopHadoop SPARK Developer (Jacksonville, Florida):  Experience in Hadoop, MapReduce, 
Hbase/Relevant NoSQL Technologies in real-life large scale Big Data projects is required. In 
addition, programming experience in SCALA is mandatory while experience with Apache SQL and 
Hortonworks HDP is preferred. The ideal candidate will also have proficiency in soft skills such as 
communication (verbal and written) and experience in Healthcare domain.


